Scribe Notes Run #1662- Pak Lok, 09 Dec 2017
For some reason a scribe report for this run is AWOL and Singha was very disappointed so here
we go 10 days after the fact. Some bits may be missing due to the consumption of beer on the day.
Hares Singha and No Hope set off to mislead the pack from the start, leading them past the
normal turn into the run area and 2.5km further on. This baffled even seasoned Hashers, who did not
have a
clue where they were (no change there
then).
Confusion further ensued with them looking
for the
Laager Site- which WAS the road. Confusion
even
further ensued when the early walker, who
do
their best every week to spoil the run by
sneaking off early, were caught out by some
totally
misleading paper , much to the amusement
of the
Hares and the GM

An enormous turnout , far bigger than expected, set out on the proper run, through bamboo
forests, 5 water crossings, palms, rubber and everything else in between. For those who like to ‘thank’
No Hope for his water sports fascination it should be pointed out that Singha laid 5 of the crossings on
the day and NH only one- water is a team obsession.
The front sprinters appeared after 46 minutes, racing as ever-perhaps a bit more assistance
towards the rest of the pack may have seen them not ten minutes behind but coming in as Hashers
together. It didn’t help that some runners invented a check by the pylon bridge- following paper instead
of instinct is normally the best practice. Everyone seemed suitably refreshed by the mainly flat run (7km)
and walk (4km).
The circle started with the ‘road whingers’ looking forward to punishing the Hares for each
passing vehicle. This backfired (think about it) as the Hares had done their research and only one
motorbike entered the circle; a second, much to the jubilation
of the Hares, decided that discretion was the better part of
valour and did a U-ey.
Usual agenda of Hares in, returners, announcements,
and Virgins- Fungus saw one possibility of a transparent t-shirt
but didn’t seem impressed with the glow in the dark frogs.
The Blue Harlot came in as Relief-Steward as Sick
Fucker was absent and proceeded to entertain the crowd with
his normal observations and anecdotes but unfortunately I
was consuming beer instead of notes so it’s lost forever. As a
traditionalist he did take care of the Hares though- something
lacking in a lot of Stewards these days.

On to Run Offences and first in had to be Fungus, who managed to stuff up a run in the same
area a few weeks before. A check was deliberately laid at the point forever know known as ‘Fungus’s
Fuck Up’, as it appeared to confuse the little
chap yet
again. (Anyone else notice he’s doing his
own
numbered run shirt?)
Mannequin Pis got the Hares in as
had laid the trail through a stream, 3 feet
bridge neither Hare had noticed.

Singha
from a

Google Arse in for new shoes on the
run –
you’d think he’d understand by now, but he hasn’t understood a word of English since he’s been on the
Hash.
Porn Shop turned up with a big Thai Connection yet again but appeared to have misplaced one.
On spying at the end of the run TBH asked him what was wrong. “I’m looking for a young boy says Porn
Shop’ “aren’t we all’ replies TBH.
SADG was iced for getting fit and going to the gym. One day he noticed a hole in his trainer and
poked it. The trainer wasn’t very happy and banned him, boom-boom.
The GM and Tootsie were punished for getting the circle all wet as they had parked their mobile
shower unit upwind and all the water had run down onto the circle.
Onto the (25 each) numbered runners and both French ladies did a Brigitte on the Beach, much
to the
delight of the pack (and the GM.

Departers departed, Hares in the circle, along with Hash Shit- the poor little chap didn’t really
stand a chance. After a pathetic bit of singing ‘Good Run’ it was.

All merrily departed and headed out for the next episode of ‘Hashing in Phuket’. Singha
appeared to have had a great time and had to be escorted home from the On On On. (No advertising on
the Hash but ‘Good On Ya SSSD’).
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